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Abstract

QMail [18] and Google Chrome [19]. In contrast, privilege separation in web applications is harder and comes
at a cost. If an HTML5 application wishes to separate
its functionality into multiple isolated components, the
same-origin policy (SOP) mandates that each component
execute in a separate web origin.1 Owning and maintaining multiple web origins has significant practical administrative overheads. 2 As a result, in practice, the
number of origins available to a single web application
is limited. Web applications cannot use the same-origin
policy to isolate every new component they add into the
application. At best, web applications can only utilize
sub-domains for isolating components, which does not
provide proper isolation, due to special powers granted
to sub-domains in the cookie and document.domain behaviors.
Recent research [12, 20] and modern HTML5 platforms, such as the Google Chrome extension platform
(also used for “packaged web applications”), have recognized the need for better privilege separation in HTML5
applications. These systems advocate re-architecting the
underlying browser or OS platform to force HTML5 applications to be divided into a fixed number of components. For instance, the Google Chrome extension framework requires that extensions have three components,
each of which executes with different privileges [19].
Similarly, recent research proposes to partition HTML5
applications in “N privilege rings”, similar to the isolation primitives supported by x86 processors [12]. We
observe two problems with these approaches. First, the
fixed limit on the number of partitions or components
creates an artificial and unnecessary limitation. Differ-

The standard approach for privilege separation in
web applications is to execute application components
in different web origins. This limits the practicality of
privilege separation since each web origin has financial and administrative cost. In this paper, we propose a new design for achieving effective privilege separation in HTML5 applications that shows how applications can cheaply create arbitrary number of components. Our approach utilizes standardized abstractions already implemented in modern browsers. We do
not advocate any changes to the underlying browser or
require learning new high-level languages, which contrasts prior approaches. We empirically show that we
can retrofit our design to real-world HTML5 applications (browser extensions and rich client-side applications) and achieve reduction of 6x to 10000x in TCB for
our case studies. Our mechanism requires less than 13
lines of application-specific code changes and considerably improves auditability.
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Introduction

Applications written with JavaScript, HTML5 and CSS
constructs (called HTML5 applications) are becoming
ubiquitous. Rich web applications and web browser extensions are examples of HTML5 applications that already enjoy massive popularity [1, 2]. The introduction of browser operating systems [3, 4], and support for
HTML5 applications in classic operating systems [5, 6]
herald the convergence of web and desktop applications. However, web vulnerabilities are still pervasive in
emerging web applications and browser extensions [7],
despite immense prior research on detection and mitigation techniques [8–12].
Privilege separation is an established security primitive for providing an important second line of defense [13]. Commodity OSes enable privilege separated
applications via isolation mechanisms such as LXC [14],
seccomp [15], SysTrace [16]. Traditional applications
have utilized these for increased assurance and security. Some well-known examples include OpenSSH [17],

1 Browsers isolate applications based on their origins. An origin is
defined as the tuple <scheme, host, port>. In recent browser extension platforms, such as in Google Chrome, each extension is assigned
a unique public key as its web origin. These origins are assigned and
fixed at the registration time.
2 To create new origins, the application needs to either create new
DNS domains or run services at ports different from port 80 and 443.
New domains cost money, need to be registered with DNS servers and
are long-lived. Creating new ports for web services does not work: first,
network firewalls block atypical ports and Internet Explorer doesn’t
include the port in determining an application’s origin
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ent applications require differing number of components,
and a “one-size-fits-all” approach does not work. We
show that, as a result, HTML5 applications in such platforms have large amounts of code running with unnecessary privileges, which increases the impact from attacks
like cross-site scripting. Second, browser re-design has
a built-in deployment and adoption cost and it takes significant time before applications can enjoy the benefits
of privilege separation.
In this paper, we rethink how to achieve privilege separation in HTML5 applications. In particular, we propose
a solution that does not require any platform changes
and is orthogonal to privilege separation architectures enforced by the underlying browsers. Our proposal utilizes standardized primitives available in today’s web
browsers, requires no additional web domains and improves the auditability of HTML5 applications. In our
proposal, HTML5 applications can create an arbitrary
number of “unprivileged components.” Each component executes in its own temporary origin isolated from
the rest of the components by the SOP. For any privileged call, the unprivileged components communicate
with a “privileged” (parent) component, which executes
in the main (permanent) origin of the web application.
The privileged code is small and we ensure its integrity
by enforcing key security invariants, which we define in
Section 3. The privileged code mediates all access to
the critical resources granted to the web application by
the underlying browser platform, and it enforces a finegrained policy on all accesses that can be easily audited.
Our proposal achieves the same security benefits in ensuring application integrity as enjoyed by desktop applications with process isolation and sandboxing primitives
available in commodity OSes [14–16].
We show that our approach is practical for existing HTML5 applications. We retrofit two widely used
Google Chrome extensions and a popular HTML5 application for SQL database administration to use our design.
In our case studies, we show that the amount of trusted
code running with full privileges reduces by a factor of
6 to 10000. Our architecture does not sacrifice any performance as compared to alternative approaches that redesign the underlying web browser. Finally, our migration of existing applications requires minimal changes to
code. For example, in porting our case studies to this
new design we changed no more than 13 lines of code
in any application. Developers do not need to learn new
languages or type safety primitives to migrate code to
our architecture, in contrast to recent proposals [21]. We
also demonstrate strong data confinement policies. To
encourage adoption, we have released our core infrastructure code as well as the case studies (where permitted) and made it all freely available online [22]. We are
currently collaborating with the Google Chrome team to

apply this approach to secure Chrome applications, and
our design has influenced the security architecture of upcoming Chrome applications.
In our architecture, HTML5 applications can define more expressive policies than supported by existing HTML5 platforms, namely the Chrome extension
platform [19] and the Windows 8 Metro platform [5].
Google Chrome and Windows 8 rely on applications
declaring install-time permissions that end users can
check [23]. Multiple studies have found permission systems to be inadequate: the bulk of popular applications
run with powerful permissions [24, 25] and users rarely
check install-time permissions [26]. In our architecture,
policy code is explicit and clearly separated, can take
into account runtime ordering of privileged accesses, and
can be more fine-grained. This design enables expert auditors, such as maintainers of software application galleries, to reason about the security of applications. In our
case studies, these policies are typically a small amount
of static JavaScript code, which is easily auditable.
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Problem and Approach Overview

Traditional HTML applications execute with the authority of their “web origin” (protocol, port, and domain).
The browser’s same origin policy (SOP) isolates different web origins from one another and from the file system. However, applications rarely rely on domains for
isolation, due to the costs associated with creating new
domains or origins.
In more recent application platforms, such as the
Google Chrome extension platform [23], Chrome packaged web application store [1] and Windows 8 Metro applications [5], applications can execute with enhanced
privileges. These privileges, such as access to the
geo-location, are provided by the underlying platform
through privileged APIs. Applications utilizing these
privileged API explicitly declare their permissions to use
privileged APIs at install time via manifest files. These
applications are authored using the standard HTML5 features and web languages (like JavaScript) that web applications use; we use the term HTML5 applications to
collectively refer to web applications and the aforementioned class of emerging applications.
Install-time manifests are a step towards better security. However, these platforms still limit the number of
application components to a finite few and rely on separate origins to isolate them. For example, each Google
Chrome extension has three components. One component executes in the origin of web sites that the extension interacts with. A second component executes with
the extension’s permanent origin (a unique public key assigned to it at creation time). The third component executes in an all-powerful origin having the authority of the
web browser. In this section, we show how this limits the
2

degree of privilege separation for HTML5 applications in
practice.
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Issues with the Current Architecture
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In this section, we point out two artifacts of today’s
HTML5 applications: bundling of privileges and TCB
inflation. We observe that these issues are rooted in the
fact that, in these designs, the ability to create new web
origins (or security principals) is severely restricted.
Common vulnerabilities (like XSS and mixed content)
today actually translate to powerful gains for attackers
in current architectures. Recent findings corroborate the
need for better privilege separation—for instance, 27 out
of 100 Google Chrome extensions (including the top 50)
recently studied have been shown to have exploitable
vulnerabilities [7]. These attacks grant powerful privileges like code execution in all HTTP and HTTPS web
sites and access to the user’s browsing history.
As a running example, we introduce a hypothetical extension for Google Chrome called ScreenCap. ScreenCap is an extension for capturing screenshots that also includes a rudimentary image editor to annotate and modify the image before sending to the cloud or saving to a
disk.
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Figure 1: CDF of percentage of functions in an extension that
make privileged calls (X axis) vs. the fraction of extensions
studied (in percentage) (Y axis). The lines for 50% and 20% of
extensions as well as for 5% and 20% of functions are marked.

leges of the screenshot component.
We measured the TCB inflation for the top 50 Chrome
extensions. Figure 1 shows the percentage of total functions in an extension requiring privileges as a fraction of
the total number of static functions. In half the extensions studied, less than 5% of the functions actually need
any privileges. In 80% of the extensions studied, less
than 20% of the functions require any privileges.

Bundling. The ScreenCap extension consists of two
functionally disjoint components: a screenshot capturing
component and an image editor. In the current architecture, both the components run in the same principal (origin), despite requiring disjoint privileges. We call this
phenomenon bundling. The screenshot component requires the tabs and <all urls> permission, while the
image editor only requires the pictureLibrary permission to save captured images to the user’s picture library
on the cloud.
Bundling causes over-privileged components. For example, the image editor component runs with the powerful tabs and <all urls> permission. In general, if an
application’s components require privilege sets α1 , α2 ...,
all
[ components of the application run with the privileges
αi , leading to over-privileging. As we show in Section 5.4, 19 out of the Top 20 extensions for the Google
Chrome platform exhibit bundling. As discussed earlier,
this problem manifests on the web too.

Summary. It is clear from our data that HTML5 applications, like Chrome extensions, do not sufficiently
isolate their sub-components. The same-origin policy
equates web origins and security principals, and web origins are fixed at creation time or tied to the web domain of the application. All code from a given provider
runs under a single principal, which forces privileges
to be ambient. Allowing applications to cheaply create
as many security principals as necessary and to confine
them with fine-grained, flexible policies can make privilege separation more practical.
Ideally, we would like to isolate the image editor component from the screenshot component, and give each
component exactly the privileges it needs. Moving the
complex UI and image manipulation code to an unprivileged component can tremendously aid audit and analysis. Our first case study (Section 5.1) discusses unbundling and TCB reduction on a real world screenshot
application. We achieved a 58x TCB reduction.

TCB inflation. Privileges in HTML5 are ambient—all
code in a principal runs with full privileges of the principal. In reality, only a small application core needs access
to these privileges and rest of the application does not
need to be in the trusted computing base (TCB). For example, the image editor in ScreenCap consists of a number of complex and large UI and image manipulation libraries. All this JavaScript code runs with the ambient
privilege to write to the user’s picture library. Note that
this is in addition to it running bundled with the privi-

2.2

Problem Statement

Our goal is to design a new architecture for privilege separation that side steps the problem of scarce web origins
and enables the following properties:
Reduced TCB. Given the pervasive nature of code injection vulnerabilities, we are interested, instead, in
reducing the TCB.
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Ease of Audit. Dynamic code inclusion and use of complex JS constructs is pervasive. An architecture that
eases audits, in spite of these issues, is necessary.
Application
Code

Flexible policies. Current manifest mechanisms provide insufficient contextual data for meaningful security policies. A separate flexible policy mechanism can ease audits and analysis.
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Reduce Over-privileging. Bundling of disjoint applications in the same origin results in over-privileging.
We want an architecture that can isolate applications
agnostic of origin.

Application
Code

Ease of Use. For ease of adoption, we also aim for minimal compatibility costs for developers. Mechanisms that would involve writing applications for a
new platform are outside scope.

Child Iframe
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Scope. We focus on the threat of vulnerabilities in benign HTML5 application. We aim to enable a privilege
separation architecture that benign applications can utilize with ease to provide a strong second line of defense.
We consider malicious applications as out of scope, but
our design improves auditability and may be applicable
to HTML5 malware in the future.
This paper strictly focuses on mechanisms for achieving privilege separation and on mechanisms for expressive policy-based confinement. Facilitating policy development and checking if policies are reasonable is an important issue, but beyond the scope of this paper.
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Figure 2: High-level design of our proposed architecture.

our design maintains compatibility and facilitates adoption.
Parent. Our design ensures the integrity of the privileged parent by maintaining a set of key security invariants that we define in Section 3.2. The parent guards access to a powerful API provided by the underlying platform, such as the Google Chrome extension API. For
making any privileged call or maintaining persistent data,
the unprivileged children communicate with the parent
over a thin, well-defined messaging interface. The parent component has three components:

Design

We describe our privilege separation architecture in this
section. We describe the key security invariants we maintain in Section 3.2 and the mechanisms we use for enforcing them in Section 3.3.
3.1

• Bootstrap Code. When a user first navigates to the
HTML5 application, a portion of the parent code
called the bootstrap code executes. Bootstrap code
is the unique entry point for the application. The
bootstrap code downloads the application source,
spawns the unprivileged children in separate temporary origins, and controls the lifetime of their execution. It also includes boilerplate code to initialize
the messaging interface in each child before child
code starts executing. Privileges in HTML5 applications are tied to origins; thus, a temporary origin
runs with no privileges. We explain temporary origins further in Section 3.3.

Approach Overview

We advocate a design that is independent of any privilege
separation scheme enforced by the underlying browser.
In our design, HTML5 applications have one privileged
parent component, and can have an arbitrary number of
unprivileged children. Each child component is spawned
by the parent and it executes in its own temporary origin. These temporary origins are created on the fly for
each execution and are destroyed after the child exits;
we detail how temporary origins can be implemented using modern web browsers primitives in Section 3.3. The
privileged parent executes in the main (permanent) origin
assigned to the HTML5 application, typically the web
origin for traditional web application. The same origin
policy isolates unprivileged children from one another
and from the privileged parent. Figure 2 shows our proposed HTML5 application architecture. In our design,
applications can continue to be authored in existing web
languages like JavaScript, HTML and CSS. As a result,

• Parent Shim. During their execution, unprivileged
children can make privileged calls to the parent.
The parent shim marshals and unmarshals these requests to and from the children. The parent shim
also presents a usable interface to the policy code
component of the parent.
• Policy Code.
The policy code enforces an
application-specific policy on all messages received
4

from children. Policy code decides whether to allow
or disallow access to privileged APIs, such as access
to the user’s browsing history. This mechanism provides complete mediation on access to privileged
APIs and supports fine-grained policies, similar to
system call monitors in commodity OSes like SysTrace [16]. In addition, as part of the policy code,
applications can define additional restrictions on the
privileges of the children, such as disabling import
of additional code from the web.

unmarshals the result and returns it to the original
caller function in the child. Certain privileged API
functions take callbacks or structured data objects;
in Section 4.1 we outline how our mechanism proxies these transparently. Together, the parent and
child shim hide the existence of the privilege boundary from the application code.
3.2

Security Invariants

Our security invariants ensure the integrity and correctness of code running in the parent with full privileges.
We do not restrict code running in the child; our threat
model assumes that unprivileged children can be compromised any time during their execution. We enforce
four security invariants on the parent code:

Only the policy code is application-specific; the bootstrap and parent shim are the same across all applications. To ease adoption, we have made the applicationindependent components available online. The application independent components need to be verified once
for correctness and can be reused for all application in
the future. For new applications using our design, only
the application’s policy code needs to be audited. In our
experimental evaluation, we find that the parent code is
typically only a small fraction of the rest of the application and our design invariants make it statically auditable.

1. The parent cannot convert any string to code.
2. The parent cannot include external code from the
web.
3. The parent code is the only entry point into the privileged origin.

Children. Our design moves all functional components of the application to the children. Each child consists of two key components:

4. Only primitive types (specifically, strings) cross the
privilege boundary.
The first two invariants help increase assurance in the
parent code. Together, they disable dynamic code execution and import of code from the web, which eliminates the possibility of XSS and mixed content vulnerabilities in parent code. Furthermore, it makes parent
code statically auditable and verifiable. Several analysis
techniques can verify JavaScript when dynamic code execution constructs like eval and setTimeout have been
syntactically eliminated [9–11, 28, 29].
Invariant 3 ensures that only the trusted parent code
executes in the privileged origin; no other application
code should execute in the permanent origin. The naive
approach of storing the unprivileged (child) code as a
HTML file on the server suffers from a subtle but serious vulnerability. An attacker can directly navigate to
the unprivileged code. Since it is served from the same
origin as the parent, it will execute with full privileges
of the parent without going through the parent’s bootstrap mechanism. To prevent such escalation, invariant
3 ensures that all entry points into the application are
directed only through the bootstrap code in the parent.
Similarly, no callbacks to unprivileged code are passed
to the privileged API—they are proxied by parent functions to maintain Invariant 3. We detail how we enforce
this invariant in Section 3.3.
Privilege separation, in and of itself, is insufficient to
improve security. A problem in privilege-separated C applications is the exchange of pointers across the privilege boundary, leading to possible errors [30, 31]. While

• Application Code. Application code starts executing in the child after the bootstrap code initializes
the messaging interface. All the application logic,
including code to handle visual layout of the application, executes in the unprivileged child; the parent
controls no visible area on the screen. This implies
that all dynamic HTML (and code) rendering operations execute in the child. Children are allowed
to include libraries and code from the web and execute them. Vulnerabilities like XSS or mixed content bugs (inclusion of HTTP scripts in HTTPS domains) can arise in child code. In our threat model,
we assume that children may be compromised during the application’s execution.
• Child Shim. The parent includes application independent shim code into the child to seamlessly allow privileged calls to the parent. This is done to
keep compatibility with existing code and facilitate
porting applications to our design. Shim code in
the child defines wrapper functions for privileged
APIs (e.g., the Google Chrome extension API [27]).
The wrapper functions forward any privileged API
calls as messages to the parent. The parent shim unmarshals these messages, checks the integrity of the
message and executes the privileged call if allowed
by the policy. The return value of the privileged
API call is marshaled into messages by the parent
shim and returned to the child shim. The child shim
5

JavaScript does not have C-style pointers, it has firstclass functions. Exchanging functions and objects across
the privilege boundary can introduce security vulnerabilities. Invariant 4 eliminates such attacks by requiring that
only primitive strings are exchanged across the privilege
boundary.
3.3

execute if downloaded and executed by the parent,
via the bootstrap mechanism. This ensures Invariant
3. In case of pure client-side platforms like Chrome,
this involves a simple file renaming from .html to
.txt. In case of classic client-server web applications, this involves returning a Content-Type header of
text/plain. To disable mime-sniffing, we also set the
X-Content-Type-Options HTTP header to nosniff.

Mechanisms

We detail how we implement the design and enforce the
above invariants in this section. Whenever possible, we
rely on browser’s mechanisms to declaratively enforce
the outlined invariants, thereby minimizing the need for
code audits.

Messaging Interface. We utilize standard primitives
like XMLHttpRequest and the DOM API for downloading the application code and executing it in an iframe.
We rely on the postMessage API for communication
across the privilege boundary. postMessage is an asynchronous, cross-domain, purely client-side messaging
mechanism. By design, postMessage only accepts
primitive strings. This ensures Invariant 4.

Temporary Origins. To isolate components, we execute unprivileged children in separate iframes sourced
from temporary origins. A temporary origin can be created by assigning a fresh, globally unique identifier that
the browser guarantees will never be used again [32].
A temporary origin does not have any privileges, or in
other words, it executes with null authority. The globally
unique nature means that the browser isolates every temporary origin from another temporary origin, as well as
the parent. The temporary origin only lasts as long as the
lifetime of the associated iframe.
Several mechanisms for implementing temporary origins are available in today’s browsers, but these are rarely
found in use on the web. In the HTML5 standard, iframes
with the sandbox directive run in a temporary origin.
This primitive is standardized and already supported in
shipping versions of Google Chrome/ChromeOS, Safari,
Internet Explorer/Windows 8, and a patch for Mozilla
Firefox is in the final stages of review [33].

Policy. Privilege separation isolates the policy and the
application logic. Policies, in our design, are written in
JavaScript devoid of any dynamic evaluation constructs
and are separated from the rest of the complex application logic. Permissions on existing browser platforms are
granted at install-time. In contrast, our design allows for
more expressive and fine-grained policies like granting
and revoking privileges at run-time. For example, in the
case of ScreenCap, a child can get the ability to capture
a screenshot only once and only after the user clicks the
‘capture’ button. Such fine-grained policies require the
policy engine to maintain state, reason about event ordering and have the ability to grant/revoke fine-grained
privileges. Our attempt at expressive policies is along the
line of active research in this space [21], but in contrast
to existing proposals, it does not require developers to
specify policies in new high-level languages. Our focus
is on mechanisms to support expressive policies; determining what these policies should be for applications is
beyond the scope of this paper.

Enforcement of Security Invariants. To enforce security invariants 1 and 2 in the parent, our implementation utilizes the Content Security Policy (CSP) [34].
CSP is a new specification, already supported in Google
Chrome and Firefox, that defines browser-enforced restrictions on the resources and execution of application
code. In our case studies, it suffices to use the CSP
policy directive default-src ’none’; script-src
’self’—this disables all constructs to convert strings
into code (Invariant 1) and restricts the source of all
scripts included in the page to the origin of the application (Invariant 2). We find that application-specific
code is typically small (5 KB) and easily auditable in our
case studies. On platforms on which CSP is not supported, we point out that disabling code evaluation constructs and external code import is possible by syntactically restricting the application language to a subset of
JavaScript [11, 28, 29].
We require that all non-parent code, when requested,
is sent back as a text file. Browsers do not execute text files—the code in the text files can only

Additional Confinement of Child Code. By default,
no restrictions are placed on the children beyond those
implied by use of temporary origins. Specifically, the
child does not inherit the parent’s CSP policy restrictions. In certain scenarios, the application developer
may choose to enforce additional restrictions on the child
code, via an appropriate CSP policy on the child iframe
at the time of its creation by the parent code. For example, in the case of ScreenCap, the screenshot component can be run under the script-src ’self’. This
increases assurance by disabling inline scripts and code
included from the web, making XSS and mixed content
attacks impossible. The policy code can then grant the
powerful privilege of capturing a screenshot of a user’s
webpage to a high assurance screenshot component.
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The parent proceeds to create a temporary origin,
unprivileged iframe using the downloaded code as the
3. Create
Bootstrap Code
source (Step 3, Figure 3). Listing 1 outlines the code
Child
to create the unprivileged temporary origin. The parent
2. Application
S
builds up the child’s HTML in the sb content variable.
Code and
H
4. Source
Policy
I
S
Policy
The parent can optionally include content restrictions on
M
H
Code
Application
I
the child via a CSP policy, as explained in Section 3.3.
Code
M
Creating multiple children is a simple repetition of the
Policy Code
Child Iframe
step 3.
Parent
The parent also sources the child shim into the
child iframe. The parent concatenates the child’s
code (HTML) and URI-encodes it all into a variable
Browser Page
called sb content. The parent creates an iframe with
content as the data: URI source, sets the sandbox
sb
Figure 3: Sequence of events to run application in sandbox.
attribute
and appends the iframe to the document. The
Note that only the bootstrap code is sent to the browser to exeparent
code
also inserts a base HTML tag that enables
cute. Application code is sent directly to the parent, which then
relative URIs to work seamlessly.
creates a child with it.


data: is a URI scheme that enables references to invar s b c o n t e n t ="<html ><head >" ;
line data as if it were an external reference. For example,
s b c o n t e n t +="<meta http -equiv=’X-WebKit -CSP’" ;
an iframe with src attribute set to data:text/html;Hi
// csp_policy is defined in downloaded policy
is similar to an iframe pointing to an HTML page cons b c o n t e n t +="content=’"+ c s p p o l i c y +"’>" ;
s b c o n t e n t +="<script src=’"+ c h i l d S h i m S r c +"’>" ;
taining only the text ‘Hi’. Recall our enforcement mech//the baseurl is current window uri
anism for Invariant 3: the application code is a text file.
//so that relative URIs work
The use of data: is necessary to convert text to code
s b c o n t e n t +="<base href=’"+ b a s e u r l +"’>" ;
that the iframe src can point to, without storing un// contents of app.txt
s b c o n t e n t += a p p l i c a t i o n c o d e ;
privileged application code as HTML or JavaScript files.
1. Bootstrap
Code

// attribute values are URI -decoded
// by HTML parser
s b c o n t e n t = encodeURIComponent ( s b c o n t e n t ) ;
var f r = document . c r e a t e E l e m e n t ( "iframe" ) ;
f r . s r c ="data:text/html;charset=utf -8,"+
sb content ;
// sandboxed frames run in fresh origin
f r . s e t A t t r i b u t e ( ’sandbox ’ , ’allow -scripts ’ ) ;
document . body . a p p e n d C h i l d ( f r ) ;

4.1

API Shims

Recall that the child executes in a temporary origin, without the privileges needed for making privileged calls like
chrome.tabs.captureVisibleTab. Privileged API
calls in the original child code would fail when it executes in a temporary origin; our transformation should,


therefore, take additional steps to preserve the original
Listing 1: Bootstrap Code (JavaScript)
functionality of the application. In our design, we propose API shims to proxy calls to privileged API in the
4 Implementation
child to the parent code safely and transparently.
As outlined in Section 3, the parent code executes when
The child shim defines wrapper objects in the child
the user navigates to the application. The bootstrap code
that proxy a privileged call to the parent. The aim of the
is in charge of creating an unprivileged sandbox and exparent and child shim is to make the privilege separaecuting the unprivileged application code in it. The shim
tion boundary transparent. We have implemented shims
code and policy also run in the parent, but we focus on
for all the privileged API functions needed for our case
the bootstrap and shim code implementation in this secstudies. This implementation of the parent shim is 5.46
tion. The unprivileged child code and the security policy
KB and that of the child shim is 9.1 KB. Note that only
vary for each application, and we discuss these in our
the parent shim is in the TCB.
case studies (Section 5).
Figure 4 outlines the typical events involved in proxFigure 3 outlines the steps involved in creating one
ying a privileged call. First, the child shim deunprivileged child. First, the user navigates to the apfines a stub implementation of the privileged APIs
plication and the parent’s bootstrap code starts executing
(e.g., chrome.tabs.captureVisibleTab) that, when
(Step 1 in Figure 3). In Step 2, the parent’s bootstrap
called, forwards the call to the parent. On receiving the
message, the parent shim checks with the policy and if
code retrieves the application HTML code (as plain text
files) as well as the security policy of the application. For
the policy allows, the parent shim makes the call on behalf of the child. On completion of the call, the parent
client-side platforms like Chrome and Windows 8, this is
a local file retrieval.
shim forwards the callback arguments (given by the run7
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tabs . c a p t u r e V i s i b l e T a b =
function ( windowid , options , callback ) {
var id = callbackctr ++;
c a c h e d _ c a l l b a c k s [ id ] = callback ;
sendToParent ({
" type " : " tabs . c a p t u r e V i s i b l e T a b " ,
" windowid " : windowid ,
" options " : options ,
" callbackid " : id
}) ;
};

4. Check
Policy

Policy
Code




5. Make
Privileged
Call

Listing 2: Child shim for captureVisibleTab

// m is the argument given to
// sendToParent in the child shim
if ( m . type === ’ tabs . c a p t u r e V i s i b l e T a b ’)
{ // fail if policy does not allow
if (! policy . allowCall ( m ) { return ;}
tabs . c a p t u r e V i s i b l e T a b (
m . windowid ,
m . options ,
function ( imgData ) {
sendToChild ({
type : " cb_tabs . c a p t u r e V i s i b l e T a b " ,
id : m . callbackid ,
imgData : imgData
}) ;
}) ;
}

Parent

Browser Page

Figure 4: Typical events for proxying a privileged API call.
The numbered boxes outline the events. The event boxes span
the components involved. For example, event 4 involves the
parent shim calling the policy code.



time) to the child shim, and the child shim executes the
original callback.
Continuing with our running example, we give
concrete code examples of the shims for the
chrome.tabs.captureVisibleTab function, used
to capture a screenshot. captureVisibleTab takes
three arguments: a windowID, an options object, and
a callback parameter. On successfully capturing a
screenshot of the given window, the chrome runtime
executes the callback with the encoded image data as
the only argument. Note that the callback parameter is a
first-class function; our invariants do not allow exchange
of a function across the privilege boundary.






Listing 3: Parent shim for captureVisibleTab

cation can continue calling the privileged API as before.
Parent Shim. On receiving the message, the parent’s
shim first checks with the policy (Step 4 in Fig. 4 and
line 5 in Listing 3) and if the policy allows it, the parent
shim makes the requested privileged call.
In case of ScreenCap, a simple policy could disallow
captureVisibleTab call if the request came from the
image editor, and allow the call if the request came from
the screenshot component. Such a policy unbundles the
two components. If a network attacker compromises one
of the two components in ScreenCap, then it only gains
the ability to make request already granted to that component. As another example, the application can enforce
a policy to only allow one captureVisibleTab call after a user clicks the ‘capture’ button. All future requests
during that execution of the application are denied until
the user clicks the ‘capture’ button again.
Note that the privileged call is syntactically the same
as what the child would have made, except for the callback. The modified callback (lines 9-14 in Listing 3)
forwards the returned image data to the child (Step 6),
the original callback still executes in the child.

Child Shim. The child shim creates a stub implementation of the privileged API. In the unprivileged child, a
privileged call would fail since the child does not have
privileges to execute it. Instead, the stub function defined by the child function is called. This stub function marshals all the arguments and sends it to the parent. Listing 2 is the child shim implementation for the
captureVisibleTab function.
No code is passed across the privilege boundary. Instead, the child saves the callback (Step 2 in Fig. 4) and
forwards the rest of the argument list to the parent (Step
3). The callback is stored in a cache and a unique identifier is sent to the parent. The parent uses this identifier
later.
We stress that this process is transparent to the application: the parent code ensures that the child shim is loaded
before any application code starts executing. The appli-

Child Callback The message handler on the child receives the forwarded arguments from the parent and executes the saved callback with the arguments provided by
the parent. (Step 7 in Figure 4 and line 6 in Listing 4).
The saved callback is then deleted from the cache (Line
8





if (
m . type === ’ cb_tabs . c a p t u r e V i s i b l e T a b ’
){
var cb_id = m . callbackid ;
var savedCb = c a c h e d _ c a l l b a c k s [ cb_id
];
savedCb . call ( window , m . imgData ) ;
delete c a c h e d _c a l l b a c k s [ cb_id ];
}







Listing 4: Child shim for captureVisibleTab: Part 2



s av eT oM a in Ca ch e : function ( data ) {
sendToParent ({
" type " : " l o c a l S t o r a g e _ s a v e " ,
" value " : data
}) ;
},

Listing 5: localStorage Shim in the Child Frame

7).
Persistent State. We take a different approach to
data persistence APIs like window.localStorage and
document.cookie. It is necessary that the data stored
using these APIs is also stored in the parent since the next
time a child is created, it will run in a fresh origin and the
previous data will be lost. We point out that enabling persistent storage while maintaining compatibility requires
some changes to code. Persistent storage APIs (like
window.localStorage) in today’s platforms are synchronous; our proxy mechanism uses postMessage to
pass persistent data, but postMessage is asynchronous.
To facilitate compatibility, we implement a wrapper for
these synchronous API calls in the child shim code and
asynchronously update the parent via postMessage underneath. For example, a part of the localStorage child
shim is presented in Listing 5. The shim creates a
wrapper for the localStorage API using an associative array (viz., data). On every update, the new associative array is sent to the parent. On receiving the
localStorage save message, the parent can save the
data or discard it per policy.
We observe that in our transformation, calls to API
that access persistent state become asynchronous which
contrasts the synchronous API calls in the original code.
To preserve the application’s intended behavior, in principle, it may be necessary to re-design parts of the code
that depend on the synchronous semantics of persistent
storage APIs—for example, when more than one unprivileged children are sharing data via persistent state simultaneously. In our case studies so far, however, we find
that the application behavior does not depend on such semantics. In future work, we plan to investigate transformation mechanisms that can provide reasonable memory
consistency properties in accessing persistent local storage.
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setItem : function ( key , value ) {
data [ key ] = value + ’ ’;
s av eT oM a in Ca ch e ( data ) ;
},

chrome extension (802,526 users) similar to ScreenCap.
• As an example of emerging packaged HTML5 web
applications, we retrofit our design to SourceKit, a
full-fledged text editor available as a Chrome packaged web application. SourceKit’s design is similar
to editors often bundled with online word processors and web email clients. These editors typically
run with the full privileges of the larger application
they accompany.
• As an example of traditional HTML5 web applications, we retrofit our design to SQL Buddy, a
PHP web application for database administration.
Web interfaces for database administration (notably,
PHPMyAdmin) are pervasive and run with the full
privileges of the web application they administer.
Our goal in this evaluation is to measure (a) the reduction in TCB our architecture achieves, (b) the amount of
code changes necessary to retrofit our design, and (c) performance overheads (user latency, CPU overheads and
memory footprint impact) compared to platform redesign
approaches. Table 1 lists our case studies and summarizes our results. First, we find that the TCB reduction
achieved by our redesign ranges from 6x to 10000x. Due
to the prevalence of minification, we believe LOC is not
a useful metric for JavaScript code and, instead, we report the size of the code in KB. Second, we find that we
require minimal changes, ranging from 0 to 13 lines, to
port the case studies to our design. This is in addition to
the application independent shim and bootstrap code that
we added.
We also demonstrate examples of expressive policies
that these applications can utilize. The focus of this paper
is on mechanisms, not policies, and we do not discuss
alternative policies in this work.
Finally, we also quantify the reduction in privileges
we would achieve in the 50 most popular Chrome extensions with our architecture. We also find that in half the
extensions studied, we can move 80% of the functions
out of the TCB. This quantifies the large gap between
the privileges granted by Chrome extensions today and

Case Studies

We retrofit our design onto three HTML5 applications
to demonstrate that our architecture can be adopted by
applications today:
• As an example of browser extensions, we retrofit
our design to Awesome Screenshot, a widely used
9



what is necessary. In addition, we also analyze the top
20 Chrome extensions to determine the number of components bundled in each. We find that 19 out of the top
20 extension exhibit bundling, and estimate that we can
separate these between 2 to 4 components, in addition to
the three components that Chrome enforces.
To facilitate further research and adoption of our techniques, we make all the application independent components of the architecture and the SQL Buddy case study
available online [22]. Due to licensing restrictions, we
are unable to release the other case studies publicly.

manually tested the application functionality thoroughly
and did not observe any incompatibilities.
Unbundling. In the original version of Awesome
Screenshot, the image editor (editor.html) accepts the
image from background.html and allows the user to
edit it, but runs with the full privileges of the extension—
an example of bundling. Similarly, the popup.html only
needs to forward the user’s choice to background.html
but runs with all of the extension’s privileges.
In our privilege-separated implementation of Awesome Screenshot, the editor code, stored in editor.txt
now, runs within a temporary origin. The policy only
gives it access to the sendRequest API to send the exit
and ready messages as well as receive the image data
message from the background page.

Table 1: Overview of case studies. The TCB sizes are in KB.
The lines changed column only counts changes to application
code, and not application independent shims and parent code.
Application

Awesome
Screenshot
SourceKit
SQL Buddy

5.1

Number
of users

Initial
TCB
(KB)

New
TCB
(KB)

Lines
Changed

802,526

580

16.4

0

14,344
45,419

15,000
100

5.38
2.67

13
11

TCB Reduction. The image editor in the original
Awesome Screenshot extension uses UI and image manipulation libraries (more than 500KB of complex code),
which run within the same origin as the extension. As
a result, these libraries run with the ambient privileges
to take screenshots of any page, log the user’s browsing
history, and access the user’s data on any website. While
some functions in the extension do need these privileges,
the complete codebase does not need to run with these
privileges.
In our privilege-separated implementation of Awesome Screenshot, the amount of code running with full
privileges (TCB) decreased by a factor of 58. We found
the UI and image manipulation libraries, specifically
jQuery UI, used dynamic constructs like innerHTML and
eval. Our design moves these potentially vulnerable
constructs to an unprivileged child.
The code in the child can still request privileged function calls via the interface provided by the parent. However, this interface is thin, well defined and easily auditable. In contrast, in the non-privilege separated design, the UI and image libraries run with ambient privileges. In contrast, in the original extension all the code
needs to be audited.

Awesome Screenshot

The Awesome Screenshot extension allows a user to capture a screenshot of a webpage similar to our running
example [35]. A rudimentary image editor, included in
the extension, allows the user to annotate and modify the
captured image as he sees fit. Awesome Screenshot has
over 800,000 users.3
The extension consists of three components:
background.html, popup.html, and editor.html.
A typical interaction involves the user clicking the
Awesome Screenshot button, which opens popup.html.
The user selects her desired action; popup.html
forwards the choice to background.html, which
captures a screenshot and sends it to the image editor
(editor.html) for post-processing. All components
communicate with each other using the sendRequest
API call.

Example Policy. In addition to unbundling the image editor from the screenshot component, the parent
can enforce stronger, temporal policies on the application. In particular, the parent can require that the
captureVisibleTab function is only called once after
the user clicks the capture button. Any subsequent calls
have to be preceded by another button click. Such temporal policies are impossible to express and enforce in
current permission-based systems.

Privilege Separation. We redesigned Awesome
Screenshot following the model laid out in Section 3
(Figure 2). Each component runs in an unprivileged temporary origin. The parent mediates access to privileged
APIs, and the policy keeps this access to the minimum
required by the component in question.
Code Changes. Apart from the application independent code, we required no changes to the code. The
parent and child shims make the redesign seamless. We

5.2

3 Due

to a bug in Chrome, the current Awesome Screenshot extension uses a NPAPI binary to save big (> 2MB) images. We used the
HTML5 version (which doesn’t allow saving large files) for the purposes of this work. This is just a temporary limitation.

SourceKit Text Editor

The SourceKit text editor is an HTML5 text editor for
a user’s documents stored on the Dropbox cloud service [36]. It uses open source components like the
10

Ajax.org cloud editor [37] and Dojo toolkit [38], in conjunction with the Dropbox REST APIs [36].
SourceKit is a powerful text editor. It includes a filebrowser pane and can open multiple files at the same
time. The text editor component supports themes and
syntax highlighting. The application consists of 15MB
of JavaScript code, all of which runs with full privileges.

URIs. Thus, after the redesign, the child has access to the
user’s browsing history only for dropbox.com, and not
for all websites. Implementing this policy requires only
two lines of code—an if condition that forwards events
only for dropbox.com domains suffices.
SourceKit accesses Dropbox using the Dropbox
OAuth APIs [36]. At first run, SourceKit opens Dropbox in a new tab, where the user can grant SourceKit the
requisite OAuth access token [40]. The parent can only
allow access to the tabs privileges at first run, and disable
it once the child receives the OAuth token. Such temporal policies cannot be expressed by install-time permissions implemented in existing platforms.
We can also enforce stronger policies to provide a
form of data separation [41]. By default, the Dropbox
JS API [42] stores the OAuth access token in localStorage, accessible by all the code in the application. Instead, the policy code can store the OAuth token in the
parent and append it to all dropbox.com requests. This
mitigates data exfiltration attacks where the attacker can
steal the OAuth token to bypass the parent’s policy.4
Such application-specific data-separation policies cannot
be expressed in present permission systems.

Privilege Separation. In our least privilege design, the
whole application runs in a single child. Redesigning
SourceKit to move code to an unprivileged temporary
origin was seamless because of the library shims (Section 4.1). One key change was replacing the included
Dojo toolkit with its asynchronous version. The included
Dojo toolkit uses synchronous XMLHttpRequest calls,
which the asynchronous postMessage cannot proxy.
The asynchronous version of Dojo is freely available on
the Dojo website. We do not include this change in the
number of lines modified in Table 1.
Unbundling. Functionally, SourceKit is a single
Chrome application, and no bundling has occurred in its
design. Popular Web sites (like GitHub [39]), use the
text editor module as an online text editor [37]. In such
cases, the text editor runs bundled with the main application, inheriting the application’s privileges and increasing its attack surface. While we focus only on SourceKit
for this case study, our redesign directly applies to these
online text editors.

5.3

SQL Buddy

SQL Buddy is an open source tool to administer the
MySQL database using a Web browser. Written in PHP,
SQL Buddy is functionally similar to phpMyAdmin and
supports creating, modifying, or deleting databases, tables, fields, or rows; SQL queries; and user management.
SQL Buddy uses the MooTools JS library to create an
AJAX front-end for MySQL administration. It uses the
MySQL user table for authentication and logged-in users
maintain authentication via PHP session cookies.

TCB Reduction. In our privilege separated SourceKit,
the amount of code running with full privileges reduced
from 15MB to 5KB. A large part of this reduction is
due to moving the Dojo Toolkit, the syntax highlighting code and other UI libraries to an unprivileged principal. Again, we found the included libraries, specifically the Dojo Toolkit, relying on dangerous, dynamic
constructs like eval, string arguments to setInterval,
and innerHTML. In our redesign, this code executes unprivileged.

Privilege Separation. We modified SQL Buddy to execute all its code in an unprivileged child. To ensure that no code is interpreted by the browser, we required all PHP files to return a Content-Type header of
text/plain, as discussed in Section 3.3. Only two
new files: buddy.html and login.html execute in the
browser; these are initialized by the bootstrap code.

Code Change. In addition to the switch to asynchronous APIs, we also had to modify one internal
function in SourceKit to use asynchronous APIs. In
particular, SourceKit relied on synchronous requests to
load files from the dropbox.com server. We modified SourceKit to use an asynchronous mechanism instead. The change was minor; only 13 lines of code were
changed.

Unbundling. A typical SQL Buddy installation runs at
www.example.net/sqlbuddy, and helps ease database
management for the application at www.example.net.
Classic operating system mechanisms can isolate SQL
Buddy and the main application on the server side. But
SQL Buddy runs with the full privileges of the application on the client-side. In particular, an XSS vulnerability in SQL Buddy is equivalent to an XSS vulnerability
on the main application: it is not isolated from the application at the client-side. SQL Buddy inherits all the

Example Policy. In the original application, all code
runs with the tabs permission, which allows access to
the user’s browsing history, and permission to access
dropbox.com. In our privilege-separated design, the policy only allows the child access to the tabs.open and
tabs.close Chrome APIs for accessing dropbox.com.
Similarly, it only forwards tab events for dropbox.com

4 For

example, to prevent malware, the parent can require that all
files accessed using SourceKit have non-binary file extensions.
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privileges of the application, including special client-side
privileges such as access to camera, geolocation, and ambient privileges granted to the web origin such as the ability to do cross-origin XMLHttpRequests [43].
In our privilege-separated redesign, a restrictive
policy on the child mitigates SQL Buddy bundling.
The parent allows the child XMLHttpRequest access to only /sqlbuddy/<filename>.php URIs.
No other privilege is available to SQL Buddy
code, including document.cookie, localStorage, or
XMLHttpRequest to the main application’s pages. This
policy isolates SQL Buddy from any other application
executing on the same domain, a hitherto unavailable option.

sis, we developed a syntactic static analysis engine for
JavaScript using an existing JavaScript engine called Pynarcissus [44] and performed a manual review for additional confidence. We report our results on 46 out of the
top 50 extensions we study.5 In our analysis, we (conservatively) identify all calls to privileged APIs (i.e., calls
to the chrome object) and list them in Figure 1. We believe that our analysis is overly conservative, being syntactic, so these numbers represent only an undercount of
the over-privileging in these applications.6
TCB Reduction. We show the distribution of the number of functions requiring any privileges as a percentage
of the total number of functions. TCB inflation is pervasive in the extensions studied. In half the extensions,
less than 5% of the total functions require any ambient
privileges. In the current architecture the remaining 95%
run with full privileges, inflating the TCB.

Code Change. The key change we made to the SQL
Buddy client side code was to convert the login script at
the server. The original SQL Buddy system returned a
new login page on a failed login. Instead, we changed it
to only return an error code over XMLHttpRequest. The
client-side code utilized this response to show the user
the new login page, thereby preserving the application
behavior. This change required modification of only 11
lines of code.

Bundling. We manually analyzed the 20 most popular
Google Chrome extensions, and found 19 of them exhibited bundling. The most common form of bundling occurred when the options page or popup window of an extension runs with full privileges, in spite of not requiring
any privileges at all. While the Google Chrome architecture does enable privilege separation between content
scripts and extension code, running all code in an extension with the same privileges is unnecessary.
Another form of over-privileging occurs due to the
bundling of privileges in Chrome’s permission system.
Google Chrome’s extension system bundles multiple
privileges into one coarse-grained install-time permission. For example, the tabs permission in Chrome extension API, required by 42 of the 46 extensions analyzed, bundles together a number of related, powerful
privileges. This install-time permission includes the ability to listen to eight events related to tabs and windows,
access users’ browsing history, and call 20 other miscellaneous functions. Figure 5 measures the percentage of
the tabs API actually used by extensions as a percentage of the total API granted by tabs for the 42 extensions analyzed. As can be seen, no extension requires
the full privileges granted by the tabs permission, with
one extension requiring 44.83% of the permitted API being the highest. More than half of the extensions require
only 6.9% of the API available, which indicates overprivileging. In our design, the policy acts on fine-grained
function calls and replaces coarse-grained permissions.

TCB Reduction. SQL Buddy utilizes the MooTools
JavaScript library, which runs with the full privileges
of the application site (e.g., www.example.net). Over
100KB of JavaScript code runs with full privileges of
the www.example.net origin. This code uses dangerous, dynamic constructs such as innerHTML and eval.
In our design, the total amount of code running in the
www.example.net origin is 2.5KB, with the JavaScript
code utilizing dynamic constructs running in an unprivileged temporary origin
Example Policy. Privilege separation reduces the ambient authority from these libraries. For example, the
session cookie for www.example.net, is never sent to
the child: all HTTP traffic requiring the cookie needs
to go through the parent. Note that the cookie for
the www.example.net principal includes both, the SQL
Buddy session cookie as well as the cookie for the
main www.example.net application. In case of successful code injection, the attacker cannot exfiltrate this
cookie. Furthermore, the policy strictly limits privileged
API access to those calls required by SQL Buddy. The
SQL Buddy code does not have ambient authority to
make privileged calls in the www.example.net principal. Again, implementing this policy requires two lines
of JavaScript code in our architecture.
5.4
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Performance Benchmarks

Our approach has two possible overheads: run-time overhead caused by the parent’s mediation on privileged APIs

Top 50 Google Chrome extensions

Finally, we measure the opportunity available to our
technique by quantifying the extent of TCB inflation and
bundling in Chrome extensions. To perform this analy-

5 Due to limitations of Pynarcissus, it was unable to completely
parse code in 4 out of the top 50 extensions.
6 More precise analysis can be used in the future.
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tension. For example, Awesome Screenshot could be
broken up into two extensions: a screenshot extension
and an image editor extension. In addition to requiring
two install decisions from the user, each additional extension runs in its own process on the Chrome platform.
We measured the memory consumption of creating two
extensions over a single extension and found an increase
in memory consumption of 20MB. This demonstrates
that our approach has no memory overhead as opposed
to the 20MB overhead of creating a new extension.
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The concept of privilege separation was first formalized
by Saltzer and Schroeder [13]. Several have used privilege separation for increased security. We discuss the
most closely related works in the space.

Figure 5: Frequency distribution of event listeners and API
calls used by the top 42 extensions requiring the tabs permission.

Privilege Separation in Commodity OS Platforms.
Notable examples of user-level applications utilizing
privilege separation include QMail [18], OpenSSH [17]
and Google Chrome [19]. Brumley and Song investigated automatic privilege separation of programmer annotated C programs and implemented data separation as
well [41]. More recently, architectures like Wedge [45]
identified subtleties in privilege separating binary applications and enforcing a default-deny model. Our work
shows how to achieve privilege separation in emerging
HTML5 applications, which are fuelling a convergence
between commodity OS applications and web applications, without requiring any changes to the browser platform.

and the memory consumption of the new DOM and
JavaScript heap created for each iframe. We measure the
impact of each below.
Performance Overhead. First, as a micro-benchmark,
we measured the run-time overhead caused by the parent’s mediation on privileged APIs. We created a function that measures the total time taken to open a tab and
then close it. This involves four crossings of the privilege
boundary.
We performed the experiment 100 times with and
without privilege separation. The median time with and
without privilege-separation was 140ms and 80ms respectively. This implies an overhead of 15ms on each
call crossing the sandbox.
As a macro-benchmark, we measured the amount of
time required to load an image in the Awesome Screenshot image editor. Recall that the image editor receives
the image data from the background page. We took a
screenshot of www.google.com and measured the time
taken for the image to load in the image editor, once
the background sends it. We repeated the experiment 20
times each for the privilege separated and the original
versions. The average (median) amount of time taken
for the image load was 72.5ms (77.3ms) for the image
load in the original Awesome Screenshot extension, and
78.5ms (80.1ms) for the image load in the privilege separated version—an overhead of 8.2% (3.6%). In our testing, we have not noticed any user-perceivable increase in
latency after our redesign.

Re-architecting Browser Platforms. Several previous works on compartmentalizing web applications have
suggested re-structuring the browser or the underlying execution platform altogether. Some examples include the Google Chrome extension platform [23], Escudo [12], MashupOS [46], Gazelle [47], OP [48], IPC
Inspection [49], and CLAMP [50]. Our work advocates that we can achieve strong privilege separation using abstractions provided by modern browsers. This obviates the need for further changes to underlying platforms. We point out that temporary origins is similar
to MashupOS’s “null-principal SERVICEINSTANCE” proposal; therefore, the alternative line of research into new
browser primitives has indeed been fruitful. Our work
demonstrates how we can utilize these advancements by
combining deployed primitives (like temporary origins
and CSP [34]) to achieve effective privilege separation,
without requiring any further changes to the platform.
Carlini et al. [7] study the effectiveness of privilege
separation in the Chrome extension architecture and find
that in 4 (19) out of 61 cases, insufficient validation of
messages exchanged over the privilege boundary allowed
for full (partial) privilege escalation. In our design, we

Memory Consumption. We measured the increase in
memory consumption caused by creating a new temporary origin iframe, and found no noticeable increase in
memory consumption.
On the Google Chrome platform, an alternate mechanism to get additional principals is creating a new ex13

explicitly prohibit the parent from using incoming messages in a way that can lead to code execution. Furthermore, Chrome extensions today tend to have inflated
TCB in the privileged component as we show in Section 5.4. This is in contrast to our proposed design.

or require adoption of new languages. We empirically
show that we can apply our new architecture to widely
used HTML5 applications right away; achieving drastic reduction in TCB with no more than thirteen lines of
change for the applications we studied.

Mashup & Advertisement Isolation. The problem
of isolating code in web applications, especially in
mashups [46, 51] and malicious advertisements [52], has
received much attention in research. Our work has similarities with these works in that it uses isolation primitives like iframes. However, one key difference is that
we advocate the use of temporary origins, which are now
available in most browsers, as a basis for creating arbitrary number of components.
In concurrent work, Treehouse [53] provides similar
properties, but relies on isolated web workers with a
virtual DOM implementation for backwards compatibility. A virtual DOM allows Treehouse to interpose on all
DOM events, providing stronger security and resource
isolation properties, but at a higher performance cost.
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